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Picking the right needle for the job is important when starting a project. If the 

wrong needle is used you could end up with pull fabric, a broken needle or even 

throwing your sewing machine out of alignment. 

Print this Needle Guide and keep it handy in your sewing room for reference as you 

begin sewing. 

BASIC PARTS OF YOUR NEEDLE 

       Shank        Shaft   

 

 

 

 

NEEDLE SIZE 

The size of your needle indicates its shaft circumference (ie. how big it actually is 

around). Every needle has a stamp along the shank with both the European & 

American sizes. 

The smaller the number, the smaller the needle size. 

A thinner needle will serve you well for fabrics such as silk, satin or lace. Thicker 

needles are stronger, making them perfect for heavier fabrics such as denim or 

canvas. 

Needle Size Stamp Scarf

t 
Eye Point 
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THE POINTS 

Needles also have different points. While you’ll find a variety of needles that fall in 

between the categories below, these are the main types of needles points: 

➢ Universal machine needles will typically use a SPEAR point as this point works 

well on most woven fabrics. 

 

➢ BALL point needles have a rounded tip and are perfect for sewing knitted 
fabrics such as a jersey knit cotton. The ball tip separates the yarns of the 
fabric rather than cutting through them which would cause knit fabrics to fray. 
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European/ American
Thickness of 

the Needle

Suggested 

Fabric Weight
Examples

60/ 8 Very Thin

65/ 9

70/ 10

75/ 11

80/ 12

90/ 14

Medium 

Weight (MOST 

FABRICS!)

Cotton, Gingham, Linen, 

Muslin, Jersey

100/ 16 Heavy Weight
Upholstery, Vinyl, Denim, 

Canvas

110/ 18

120/ 19 Very Thick

Sewing Machine Needle Sizes

Very Thin

Lightweight

Very Heavy 

Weight

Lace, Silk, Chiffon

Taffeta, Synthetics, Silk

Thick Denim, Heavy Canvas
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➢ Last, but not least, is the WEDGE 

point needle. These needles have an 

extra sharp tip making them perfect 

for materials such as leather or 

plastic. Wedge needles actually cut a 

hole through these tough fabrics 

before going through. This ensures 

the needle doesn’t break on your 

and the material isn’t damaged in 

the process of stitching it. 

 

 

 

SCARF 

While the scarf of the needle isn’t a commonly talked about aspect of needles, it is 

an important one. The SCARF is a small ledge cut into the side of your needle, right 

above the eye. 

This ledge works as a shelf for your bobbin thread as it’s pulled up out of the 

bobbin case and through the fabric. 

Some needles, such as a jersey knits needle, will have a slightly bigger Scarf to 

make it easier for your machine to pull the bobbin thread up through this stretchy 

knit fabric.  

 

    SPEAR             BALL          WEDGE 
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May times sewers will get frustrated because of “missed stitches.” This could be an 

indication that you aren’t using the proper needle, with the proper scarf size for the 

fabric your working with! 
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